The AIHHP Hearing Expo 2021
Friday 26 November 2021

08.00

REGISTRATION/COFFEE & EXHIBITION VISIT

09.00

Welcome & Address from the Chair of AIHHP

09.05 –10.30

Success is not an Accident!
Royston Guest

An outstanding presenter and a natural storyteller with contagious energy and enthusiasm. He
excels at inspiring leaders, teams and individuals to take action, unlock their potential and
deliver breakthrough results.

10.30 – 11.30

TEA/COFFEE & EXHIBITION VISIT

11.30 – 12.30

Workshop #1 Unlocking your Potential & Unleashing your Success
Royston Guest

A workshop for all your non-audiologist staff; receptionists, office managers, marketing managers.

Taking place in the ‘Howard Wilkinson Suite’
In this thought-provoking session Royston is going to be running an action-packed workshop focused on the power of
personal and business branding.
We live in the age of the brand – from the gadgets and devices we use for work and play, to the clothes we wear, the
car we drive, the restaurants we visit and the stores where we shop. We make conscious and subconscious choices
determined not just by cost, style and quality, but the brand values that underpin those products, services and
organisations.
Whilst branding isn’t a new concept, phenomena such as social media have stepped up brand interaction to a whole
new level of intensity, so that today’s brands extend far beyond products and services, to include people.
This is the focus of this session – the power of your personal brand!
·
·
·
·

If you were a brand which brand would you be?
What does your personal and professional brand say about you? And…
Perhaps most important…what do you want it to say?
What is it that you want to be known for?

It’s perhaps overused, however; ‘People really do buy people before they buy products and services’. Being conscious
about who you are, what you stand for, the value you add and the difference you make are more important than ever!
This session will really spark your thinking about WHAT you do and HOW you do it!

11.30 – 12.15

COVID-19, hearing loss and tinnitus: is there a connection?
Gabrielle (Gaby) Saunders, Senior Research Fellow

Manchester Centre for Audiology and Deafness (ManCAD) at the University of
Manchester

Systematic reviews and anecdotal reports indicate a potential link between COVID-19 and
audio vestibular damage. However, the quality of the evidence is generally low because
studies lack control groups and rely on retrospective recall of symptoms. In this presentation I
will briefly review the evidence and then present the findings from a survey in which we
explored these issues in a survey on auditory and non-auditory symptoms over time.

12.15 – 13.15

Practice Listening and Understanding Speech (PLUS): co-development and
usability of two novel Auditory-cognitive training programs for people with
hearing loss
Helen Henshaw, PhD Senior Research Fellow, NIHR Career Development
Fellow
NIHR East Midlands CRN Specialty Lead for ENT
Vice Theme Lead (Hearing), NIHR Nottingham Biomedical Research Centre

13.15 – 14.15

LUNCH & Exhibition Visit

12.30 - 13.15
&
16.00 – 17.00

Workshop #2 - ‘Repairs & Pairing’ – hosted by The Audiology Academy
Chris Cartwright & Sophie Miller
Taking place in the ‘Howard Wilkinson Suite’
A chance for non-audiological staff to learn more about hearing aid repairs and how to pair
phones to manufacturers apps etc.

14.15 – 15.15

Celebrity Service
Geoff Ramm
Geoff is the creator and author of Celebrity Service & Celebrity Service Superstars. He’s
challenged and inspired audiences across 44 countries to create award-winning ideas to
outperform the competition.
His clients include, Emirates, Warner Brothers & McDonalds, and of course now AIHHP!
Get ready for an interactive ride of inspirational stories and ideas that will take your business
to another level.

15.15 – 16.00

Let’s Talk about ‘Mental Wealth’!
Sara Brewer
Champs Wellbeing Consultants

16.00 – 17.00

'Is hearing our social sense?'
Prof Sophie Scott

Institute of Cognitive Neuroscience, Centre for Human Communication, Division of
Psychology & Language Sciences, UCL.

We now have access to techniques that let us investigate how the healthy human brain
processes sound and speech. These techniques, such as functional magnetic resonance
imaging, reveal the anatomical systems recruited by different aspects of the perception of
acoustic information. In this presentation, Sophie will discuss some of the general ways that
the human brain deals with sound, address aspects of how this differs in the right and left sides
of the brain, and whether this can tell is anything important in terms of hearing loss.

17.00 – 18.00

*** Expo Interactive***
A relaxed and informal end to a full on day, providing the opportunity to meet
with speakers and discuss the topics of the day with colleagues and friends
before heading back to your room to change for the 14th Golden Lobe Awards.
NB A glass of post presentation prosecco* will be available to you from one of
our 4 ‘Platinum Sponsors’. (*Other drinks will also be available)

19.30

The 14th Golden Lobe Awards & Gala Evening which will take place in the
‘Sir Bobby Robson’ Ballroom and includes:
Pre-dinner drinks sponsored by SIGNIA, a live pianist, a delicious 3-course meal as well as live
football tricks, magic and music from ‘Rockaoke’ – who are back by popular demand!

Dress code: Black Tie or Suit for men & ‘Posh’ Eveningwear for ladies.

Dates for your Diary!

Dec 2021 Winter/Xmas – EFM only Zoom meeting – Weds 15th Dec 2021
Spring 2022 – F2F – Manufacturers invited to present & incorporating AGM – 18/19 March 2022
Summer 2022 – F2F - Manufacturers invited to present & networking / social dinner – 24/25 June 2022
The 2022 AIHHP Hearing Expo & 15th Golden Lobe Awards – 25/26 Nov 2022
*Please note that the above details & timings were correct at the time of printing, but are subject to change

